Wheeled tracing robot is given increasingly high requirements in motion accuracy with its development. Therefore, it is of great significance in improving the control quality of wheeled tracing robot using appropriate controlling methods. Basing on analyzing the structure of wheeled tracing robot, this study established the kinematic and dynamic models of the robot. Moreover, by integrating the advantages of fuzzy algorithm and proportion-integration-differentiation (PID) algorithm, the robot is controllable by adjusting PID parameters using fuzzy algorithm. Test results verified the fuzzy PID control-based method was effective in controlling the wheeled tracing robot.
Introduction
Wheeled tracing robot is capable of moving on purpose along preset paths and completing corresponding tasks being free of human intervention. As a typical mechatronics system built by mechanical system, power system, intelligent control system, and path recognition system, it plays an important role in fields of modern logistics and flexible manufacturing system [1] , [2] .
Control is a key field in the researches concerning wheeled tracing robot and also the basis for the positioning, navigation, and path-planning of robot. The controllers for high-velocity wheeled tracing robots are given higher requirements in real-time performance, stability, accuracy, and robustness [3] , [4] . Therefore, it is necessary to establish the mathematical model to realize the control quality of wheeled tracing robot. Based on the analysis of mathematical model, this study employed a fuzzy PID method to control the motions of tracing robot and achieved desired controlling effect.
The Mathematical Models of Wheeled Tracing Robot
Wheeled tracing robots are mostly controlled by kinematic models, while the kinematic model-based control is established in conditions of low velocity, low acceleration, and low load. If the conditions above are unsatisfied, control accuracy will be weakened. Therefore, it is very necessary to build kinematic model of moving robot [5] . As a typical nonholonomic system, wheeled tracing robot faces more difficulties brought by nonholonomic constrains in dynamic modeling and trace tracking. Newton-Euler method is modeling method being able of directly integrating nonholonomic constraints into equations [6] . Although the modeling using this method is more complex in case of more subcomponents, it is more applicable to the modeling of simple structures like the wheeled tracing robot investigated in this study. Fig .1 shows the structure of the robot in this study. The robot is composed of a machine-structured mobile body structure, two driving wheels, and two following wheels. The two driving wheels are connected with two driving motors respectively. The motion of the robot is determined by the moving direction and The following wheels are universal wheels and used to support the robot motion and assist direction-adjustment. The movement of robot on ground can be decomposed into linear movement and rotation movement. In Cartesian coordinates, the position, velocity, angular velocity of robot can be represented by ((x, y, θ), v, ω) respectively [7] , [8] . 
1 Kinematic Model
. r refers to the radius of the driving wheels, while R ω and L ω are the rotation velocities of the left and right driving wheels respectively. By taking the derivations of above two equations, the acceleration and angular acceleration of the robot can be obtained:
Dynamic model
The dynamic mathematic model of the wheeled tracing robot was established on three parts: mobile body, driving wheels, and motors.
Mobile body model
As shown in Fig.2 , with the rotation center of the robot(on the connecting line of the centers of the two driving wheels) as the coordinate origin, the stresses on the main body 
Where, 
Dynamics of motor model
Since the power of the robot is sourced from the driving force yield by motors, it is needed to analyze the motors. However, in the modeling process of wheeled robot, the dynamic characteristics of motors are usually neglected to simplify the design of controller. As a result, the controlling performance of the system is seriously affected. Therefore, to improve the controlling precision of the system, it is deemed to take account of the dynamic characteristics of motors. The motors used in the wheeled tracing robot in this study are DC servo motors. The dynamic characteristics from motor voltage to driving torque are expressed by the following equations. As shown in Fig.4 , the luminous diode in diameter of 5 mm was opened with a hole in diameter of 3 mm on the top and preserved in dark. Through this hole, the lights emitted by the luminous diode concentrate into a circular spot in diameter of 10 mm on the ground being 20 mm away from the top of the luminous diode rather than scatter around. Moreover, the luminous diode, being rightly opposite to the spot, received the light signals reflected form the ground. The sensor can work normally in ground gray scale above 40% (0% is white, 100% is black) and navigation line gray scale below 10%. When the spot reached to the ground, the lights reflected were processed into high level signals since they were too weak to conduct the photoelectric diode under the high ground gray scale. When the spot arrived at the navigation line, the light reflected were processed into low level signals since they were intensive enough to conduct the photoelectric diode under the low gray scale of navigation line. Test result suggests that, in stable light environment, the sensor was most stable and reliable when half of the spot lying on the navigation line and the lights reflected were processed into low level signals. 5 shows the layout of the photoelectric diode. The motion coordinate system of the robot was established using the horizontal center line of the robot as x axis, the longitudinal center line as y axis, and the robot center as origin. In Fig.5 , the circle represents the spot formed by the light emitted from diode on the ground. Obviously, there are 7 photoelectric sensors (in two rows) symmetrically placed on the front and back of the robot in vertical distance of L. The thin solid line with a certain angle with y axis is the center line of the navigation line that should be followed by robot. By detecting the derivation (L1and L2) of the robot axes from the navigation line using photoelectric sensors on the front and back, the angle θ and center offset η of the robot can be obtained. The relationships of θ and η with L1 and L2 are indicated as follows:
The above two equations imply that η is unrelated to L , while θ is inversely proportional to L . Therefore, the increase in the length of the robot is beneficial to the attitude adjustment of robot.
The sensors were arranged in isometric space of (20 mm). To facilitate the processing of computer, the sensors were numbered as -3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, and 3 from left to right in sequence. Then using above tow equations, the deflection and the center offset can be acquired and used to correct the attitude of robot.
Fuzzy PID Control
Although we have established the mathematical model of wheeled tracing robot, the model is incapable of completely accurately describing the practical situation since it is established basing on many hypotheses. Therefore, the PID control, which greatly relies on accurate mathematical model, cannot yield desired effect using the model above. In case of using the fuzzy control with low requirement in mathematical model, some problems, such as low accuracy and the unsmooth situation in control process are prone to be induced [9] . Therefore, in this study, the advantages of the PID algorithm and fuzzy algorithm are combined by dynamically adjusting the parameters of PID algorithm using fuzzy algorithm. In this way, more desired control effect can be yield. Fig.6 is a block diagram of the fuzzy PID control system of robot. The two rows of sensors on the front and back are used to detect the attitude of robot. According to the sensors models, the attitude offset can be figured out. Then using the inverse kinematic model of robot, the derivations in rotating speeds of the right driving wheel and left driving wheel are getable. Subsequently, according to the rotating speed derivation of right and left wheels and related variation rates, the PID control parameters can be acquired in the adjusting module of fuzzy parameter. In such way, the right and left motors are accurately controlled by PID controller and the attitudes of tracing robot are adjustable in turn. Finally, tracing robot can move along the preset tracks. 
Defining fuzzy variables
Analysis on the principle of fuzzy PID control system of the wheeled tracing robot suggested that the fuzzy PID parameters adjusted included the rotating speed derivation of the right and left wheels (eL and eR) and related variation rates (ecL and ecR), while the parameters output contained the kp, ki, kd needed by PID controller. Since the control methods of right and left driving wheels were identical, this study exampled left driving wheel to explain how fuzzy PID control was realized.
Fuzzification
The signals collected by sensors were firstly calculated by sensor models. The results obtained were further computed by inverse kinematic model to yield the deviation of left driving wheel e L . and corresponding variation rate 
Fuzzy rules
According to the classical theory of PID control, fuzzy rules are established as follows:
(1) In case of larger e , we take larger k p , zero in k i , and 
Defuzzification
According to the values of e and ec and related fuzzy rules, the k p , k i , and k d needed by PID controller were getable. Then by experience, they were multiplied with corresponding coefficients (20, 0.1, and0.5) separately and then input into PID controller to adjust the control parameters to achieve the optimal control effect.
Test
As shown in Fig.9 , the wheeled tracing robot with weight of 2 Kg is powered by two 10 W DC servo motors with maximum rotating speed of 2700 r/m. The driving wheels in diameter 40 mm were driven by the output shaft of each motor via the 9:1 reducer. As shown in Fig.10 , with the decrease of average speed, wheeled tracing robot showed more adjustment times. But the adjustment duration was shortened to some extent. In whole, the robot presented swings (with error in 0.005 m) in its linear movements regardless of the average speed. However, the robot could recover to the stable state in short time period and then moved ahead in full speed. Test result proved that fuzzy PID control algorithm achieved good results when used to control the motions of tracing robot.
Conclusions
1) By analyzing the structure of the wheeled tracing robot, the kinematic and dynamic models of the robot were built.
2) To achieve more accurate control effect to the robot, the PID parameters were dynamically adjusted using fuzzy algorithm.
3) The test results proved the PID control-based wheeled tracing robot achieved satisfactory control effect.
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